
          TUESDAY, 02/07/24 

 

R2 LES SABLES D'OLONNE [L-H] 

 

C1 - PRIX JOBIC SEVERE - 2700m (a1m1/2) - TURF - Condition Race - Flat 

- EUR € 15,500  

 
1. LE MAGNIFICO - 4th last time, won before that at Machecoul on debut on March 3rd over 
2350m. Can not be dismissed 

2. LEADER ALLEN - Newcomer by Ivanhowe, stable runners tend to need a run or two. Monitor 
the betting for clues 

3. LADY DU CLOS - 5th on both runs so far, the latter over 2400m at Le Lion D'Angers on June 
9th. In the mix 

4. LOVRAN - Nice debut 4th over 2400m at Vichy on May 26th. Can improve for that run and 
looks like the one to beat 

5. LOCCA DE THAIX - Newcomer by Cokoriko, the dam won on the flat. Can make the frame on 
debut as she will be nicely tuned. The betting can guide 

Summary: LOVRAN (4) ran a nice debut at Vichy when fourth over 2400m in late May. She can 
improve from that promising run and looks like the one to beat. LE MAGNIFICO (1) is already a 
winner and ran a decent race when fourth last time at Le Lion D'Angers on June 9th. LADY DU 
CLOS (3) has shown ability on both runs so far and can make her rivals work hard for success. 

SELECTIONS 

LOVRAN (4) - LE MAGNIFICO (1) - LADY DU CLOS (3) - LOCCA DE THAIX (5) 



          TUESDAY, 02/07/24 

 

C2 - PRIX POPOF - 1200m (a6f) - TURF - Maiden Race - Flat - EUR € 17,000  

 
1. CITYDOR - Two unplaced runs so far, the latter over 1100m at Dieppe on June 14th. Looks 
vulnerable 

2. WILD CITY - Unplaced last time, 4th before that over 1300m at Chantilly on February 23rd. 
Others rate higher 

3. GUERRIER MYSTERE - 4th last time over 1350m in a Class 3 race at Angers on June 20th. 
Has work to do 

4. HALVA - Nice debut 2nd over 1100m at Dieppe on June 14th. She can improve for that run 
and looks likely to score 

5. GAZZIA - 6th on debut over 1200m at Marseille Borely on June 7th in a maiden race. Might 
find a few of these too smart 

6. LOLLIPOP STAR - Credible 4th last time over 1200m at Marseille Borely on June 7th. She can 
make the frame 

7. BAILEYS ILLUSION - 2nd last time over 1400m at Limoges on May 5th on her second start. 
More required in a better race 

8. MOONFIRE - She was formerly trained in the UK. She has experience and was 4th last time at 
Chelmsford (GBR) when she ran over 1200m. She can be involved on her French debut 

9. MAY DAY SPIRIT - Has several unplaced runs, the latter over 2650m on June 3rd. Looks of 
limited ability and one to avoid 

10. BREATHE ON - Three runs so far, when she was 6th on each start. Her latest effort was over 
1300m at Deauville on December 20th. Each way angle 

11. ONE MISTRESS - Unplaced last time, 3rd before that over 1200m on April 30th in a maiden 
race. Consider 

Summary: HALVA (4) was a nice second on her debut over 1100m at Dieppe on June 14th. She 
can improve for that run and looks likely to score. Her main rival could be MOONFIRE (8), who 
has experience and has run well on all three runs so far, her latest effort was at Chelmsford 
(GBR) when she was fourth over 1200m. She can be involved in her French debut.  ONE 
MISTRESS (11) was unplaced last time and was third before that over 1200m on April 30th. She 
needs to be considered. BREATHE ON (10) heads the remainder. 

SELECTIONS 

HALVA (4) - MOONFIRE (8) - ONE MISTRESS (11) - BREATHE ON (10) 



          TUESDAY, 02/07/24 

 

C3 - PRIX GILLES TARTOUE - 1950m (a1m1/4) - TURF - Class 4 Divided 

Handicap - Flat - EUR € 15,000  

 
1. MINO PICO - Has four unplaced runs this year, the latest over 2000m in a Class 4 handicap on 
June 9th. Well treated on form of old if she is back on track 

2. MAGIC MERCURY - Fair 4th last time over 2250m at Niort on June 9th in a Class 4 race. Can 
make the top four 

3. EVER READY - Won last time over 2000m at Strasbourg in a Class 4 handicap on June 13th. 
Among the leading chances 

4. PIPER'S HILL - Two unplaced runs of late, 4th before that over 1800m in a Class 4 race on 
May 20th. Looks vulnerable 

5. KAHOUNA - She won four runs ago over 1800m on April 24th and has run credibly since that 
success. In the mix 

6. MER NOIR - 2nd on the last two runs, the latter over 2500m on June 2nd in a Class 4 race. 
Can feature 

7. MONDAINAI - Has shown very little form and has yet to trouble the judge in 9 runs, the latest 
poor run was over 2000m on June 9th. Avoid 

8. HEY MAN - 4th last time over 1800m at Morlaix on June 16th in a Class 4 race. Looking for 
win number 9 

9. PREFERENCIA - Unplaced on the last three runs, 2nd before that over 2400m at Fougeres in 
a Class 4 handicap on April 9th, 2023. Unlikely to feature 

10. COASTER - 5th last time in a Class 4 handicap on June 28th at Clairefontaine. Can make the 
frame 

11. ASPHODELE MIA - Has lost her form and was unplaced last time in a Class 4 handicap on 
June 20th over 1800m. Out of form and best avoided 

12. LA PALOMBIERE - Unplaced on the last two runs, 2nd before that over 2300m at Angers on 
May 4th in a Class 4 handicap. Hard to discount 

13. AL RASSOUL - Has five unplaced runs this year, the latest over 1600m in a Class 4 
handicap on June 20th. Makes no appeal 

14. PRINCESS LAURA - Has several unplaced runs of late, the latest over 1800m in a Class 4 
race on June 18th. Hard to fancy 

15. BELLA CIAO - Has shown very little form of note this year, the latest unplaced run was over 
2100m in a Class 4 handicap on June 21st. Opposable 

Summary: MER NOIR (6) has been second on the last two runs, the latter over 2500m on June 
2nd in a Class 4 race. He has solid claims for success. KAHOUN could be the biggest danger 
she won four runs ago over 1800m on April 24th and has run credibly since that success. MAGIC 
MERCURY (2) was fourth last time at Niort and looks one to include in all of the place 
permutations. EVER READY (3) won last time and warrants respect. 

SELECTIONS 



          TUESDAY, 02/07/24 

 

MER NOIR (6) - KAHOUNA (5) - MAGIC MERCURY (2) - EVER READY (3) 



          TUESDAY, 02/07/24 

 

C4 - PRIX RC MARINE - LES SABLES-D'OLONNE (PRIX MARCEL 

GARDIN) - 1950m (a1m1/4) - TURF - Class 4 Divided Handicap - Flat - EUR 

€ 17,000  

 
1. NO BARRIER - 3rd two runs ago over 1900m in a Class 4 handicap on May 16th. Has yet to 
win and others are preferred 

2. SAKARI - Four unplaced runs of late, the latter over 2100m at Saint-Cloud in a Class 4 race on 
June 11th. Opposable 

3. PREMIERE D'ESTEJO - 2nd two runs back over 1600m in a Class 4 handicap at Lyon Parilly 
on April 27th. Looks vulnerable 

4. STORMY SPIRIT - Has a string of four 4th-placed efforts of late, the latest over 2400m in a 
Class 4 handicap at Craon on June 11th. Can make presence felt 

5. CISKY - Won last time over 2100m in a Class 4 race at Argentan on June 5th. Can not be 
overlooked 

6. PLOTINUS - Fair 3rd last time over 2000m at Le Lion D'Angers on June 9th in a Class 4 
handicap. Among the leading chances 

7. BY THE WAY - Credible 3rd last time over 1900m in a Class 4 handicap on June 3rd at La 
Teste. Place chance 

8. SCAT LADY - 2nd three runs ago over 2200m in a Class 4 race at Rostrenen on May 19th is 
the best form of late. Outside place chance 

9. FLAMBOYANTE - Won two runs ago over 1950m at Le Mans on May 15th in a Class 4 
handicap. Has work to do 

10. GRAND KISS - Two unplaced runs of late, the latter over 2650m on June 3rd. Has yet to 
score in 18 attempts 

11. GORMLAITH - Two unplaced runs this year, won before that over 2100m on the PSF, and a 
course winner before that over 1950m in a Class 4 handicap on October 14th. In the mix 

12. CANNELLO - Has five unplaced runs so far this year, the latter over 2100m at Saint-Cloud in 
a Class 3 race. Pass over 

13. IN THE ARMY NOW - Unplaced last time, 2nd before that over 1950m in a Class 4 race on 
May 12th. Ought to be thereabouts 

14. ILDOUCE FLECHOIS - Two unplaced runs of late, 2nd before that over 1950m at Le Mans in 
a Class 4 handicap on May 15th. Opposable 

15. KIM DE GAUDEL - Four unplaced runs of late, 2nd before that over 1950m at Le Mans on 
March 11th in a maiden race. Consider 

16. CHIEF'S APP -  

Summary: STORMY SPIRIT (4) could be the answer to this open handicap. He has had a run of 
fourth-placed efforts of late and off a nice racing weight he can score from CISKY (5) who will be 
full of confidence after a recent success at Argentan last time. PLOTINUS (6) is one for the each-
way backers to take seriously. IN THE ARMY NOW (13) is also one that should give a good 
account of themselves. 



          TUESDAY, 02/07/24 

 

SELECTIONS 

STORMY SPIRIT (4) - CISKY (5) - PLOTINUS (6) - IN THE ARMY NOW (13) 



          TUESDAY, 02/07/24 

 

C5 - PRIX LE POMPIER - 3400m (a2m1/8) - TURF - Maiden Race - Flat - 

EUR € 13,000  

 
1. KER CHALON - 5th last time over 2700m at Orleans in a Class 4 race on June 9th. Can not be 
ruled out 

2. STYLE FLIGHT - Two unplaced runs of late, the latter over 2500m in a Class 4 race on May 
20th. Opposable 

3. ARRY ANGELS - Did well to be 3rd over 3100m at Corlay last time on June 9th in a maiden 
race. One to keep safe 

4. MOUSSON D'EVAILLE - Has several unplaced runs of late, the latter over 2400m in a Class 3 
handicap at Dieppe on June 14th. Hard to recommend 

5. IDATEN - 2nd two runs ago over 3200m at Le Mans on May 15th in a maiden was a good 
effort. In the mix 

6. KELLER DODVILLE - Has been running well without success, he will be sharper for a recent 
run when sixth over 3000m at Vichy on May 26th. He can get his first win in this 

7. SHE'S ALL - Ran well when second at Orleans last time in a Class 4 race over 2700m. Ought 
to be on the premises 

8. SOLFERINA -  

9. KEZIRA - 6th on the only run so far over 3100m at Corlay on June 9th. Makes no real appeal 
on that effort 

10. LOU MARINA - Nice 3rd last time over 3700m in a Class 4 handicap at Nantes on June 18th. 
Lightly raced and has more to come 

11. IMAGINE D'ALENE - Two unplaced runs recently, 2nd before that over 2400m on September 
24th last year. Looks safely held 

12. MY DARLING - 3rd last time over 2800m in a Class 4 handicap on June 6th at 
Parislongchamp. Has work to do to get involved 

13. LOGARDINE - Two unplaced runs so far, the latter over 3100m at Corlay on June 9th. Makes 
limited appeal 

14. JADOUN MOME - Unplaced last time on her second run on the flat that was over 3200m at 
Le Mans on May 15th. 3rd on the only try over hurdles last October. Looks vulnerable 

15. KING'S MUSIC - Unraced filly by Dream Ahead, will likely need this debut run. Any market 
support should be noted 

16. AMANTA COVE - Newcomer by George Vancouver, the stable runners warrant respect and 
this filly can have a say in proceedings. Watch the betting trends for clues 

Summary: KELLER DODVILLE (6) has been running well without success, he will be sharper for 
a recent run when sixth over 3000m at Vichy on May 26th. He can get his first win. SHE'S ALL (7) 
will try to make life difficult for the selection and ran well when second at Orleans last time in a 
Class 4 race over 2700m. IDATEN (5) is one to include in all of the place bet permutations. LOU 
MARINA (10) makes up the shortlist. 



          TUESDAY, 02/07/24 

 

SELECTIONS 

KELLER DODVILLE (6) - SHE'S ALL (7) - IDATEN (5) - LOU MARINA (10) 



          TUESDAY, 02/07/24 

 

C6 - PRIX DU CONSEIL GENERAL DE LA VENDEE - 3450m (a2m1/8) - 

TURF - Class 4 Race - Hurdles - EUR € 23,000  

 
1. COLOMBIERES - Nice debut when 2nd over 3400m in a hurdle race at Niort on June 9th on 
only run. Can improve and be competitive 

2. LORD CIERGUES - Two unplaced runs so far on the flat, the latter over 2450m at Cluny on 
April 13th. Hard to fancy 

3. SPIDER BLACK - Newcomer by Bathyrhon, should improve for this debut run. Monitor the 
betting for clues 

4. CHROMATIQUE - Unplaced on both runs so far, the latter over 3400m at Clairefontaine over 
hurdles on June 18th. Pass over 

5. PELOTE BASC - Showed promise when she was second on her only run on the flat over 
2900m at Durtal on June 2nd. Live danger on hurdling debut 

6. SAISHO - Unraced filly by Nirvana Du Berlais, the dam won over fences. Looks good on paper 
and can not be overlooked. Watch the betting exchanges 

7. TRIPELTIN DEBELAIR - Newcomer by Triple Threat, the dam won on the flat. Has a nice 
profile and can play a lead role on her debut. The betting can guide 

Summary: COLOMBIERES (1) made a pleasing debut over 3400m at Niort on June 9th on the 
only run when she was second. She can improve and be competitive. PELOTE BASC (5) also 
showed promise when she was second on her only run on the flat over 2900m at Durtal on June 
2nd. TRIPELTIN DEBELAIR (7) and SAISHO (6) both look good on paper and will be expected to 
be on the premises on their racecourse debuts. 

SELECTIONS 

COLOMBIERES (1) - PELOTE BASC (5) - TRIPELTIN DEBELAIR (7) - SAISHO (6) 



          TUESDAY, 02/07/24 

 

C7 - PRIX CAPITAINE GEFFLOT - 3450m (a2m1/8) - TURF - Class 4 Race - 

Hurdles - EUR € 26,000  

 
1. KAARIS D'AIRY - Unraced gelding by It's Gino, stable runners warrant respect. One to watch 
closely in the betting exchanges 

2. KING DES VIGNAUX - Two nice runs on the flat, 2nd last time over 2650m at St Jean De Mont 
on August 20th last year. Can be on the premises on hurdling debut 

3. KSAR JOLY - Newcomer by Barastraight, stable runners tend to need a run or two. Monitor 
the betting for clues 

4. KING THOU LEZ - Two unplaced runs of late, 2nd before that on debut on the flat over 2400m 
on August 28th at Moulins. Hurdle debut and best watched 

5. KENDOR KERGADOR - Unplaced last time, won on the flat before that over 2400m on May 
1st at Fougeres. Best watched on hurdling debut 

6. KALCO MOME - Three unplaced runs so far, the latter over 3900m in a Class 3 chase at Pau 
on February 8th. Looks vulnerable 

7. KHILIDA - 3rd last time over 3800m in a Class 3 hurdle at Angers on June 20th. Ought to have 
a say 

8. KADABRA ALLEN - Has experience over hurdles and ran well when second last time at Niort 
on June 9th. Live chance 

9. KALINE DE L'AIR - Unplaced on both runs on the flat, the latter over 2600m at Vichy on May 
26th. Looks safely held 

10. KALIPIGE - Unplaced on the last three runs, the latter on hurdle debut over 3800m in a Class 
3 race at Angers on June 20th. Pass over 

11. KHEDIDJA - 4th last time over 3800m in a Class 3 hurdle at Angers on June 20th. Can 
improve and be involved 

12. KIMHERA DENGILBERT - Ran well on debut when 5th over 3400m at Dieppe on June 6th in 
a Class 4 race. Can make the frame 

13. KONFINOISE - 5th last time on the flat in a Group 3 AQ race at Le Lion D'Angers over 2400m 
on July 28th, 2023. Will be fit and well schooled for this hurdle debut 

Summary: KONFINOISE (13) was a decent 5th last time on the flat in a Group 3 AQ race at Le 
Lion D'Angers over 2400m on July 28th, 2023. Will be fit and well-schooled for this hurdle debut. 
Her main threat could be  KADABRA ALLEN (8) who has experience over hurdles and ran well 
when second last time at Niort on June 9th. KIMHERA DENGILBERT (12) was a pleasing fifth on 
her debut at Dieppe last month and can make the frame. KING DES VIGNAUX (2) heads the 
remainder. 

SELECTIONS 

KONFINOISE (13) - KADABRA ALLEN (8) - KIMHERA DENGILBERT (12) - KING DES 

VIGNAUX (2) 



          TUESDAY, 02/07/24 

 

C8 - PRIX CARCARADEC - 4200m (a2m1/2) - TURF - Class 3 Race - 

Hurdles - EUR € 26,000  

 
1. MISTER PATS - Unplaced last time, he won before that over 3500m at Nantes in a Class 4 
hurdle over 3500m on October 15th. Consider 

2. JOCKO MAGIC - Good second last time in a Class 4 hurdle over 3800m at Niort on May 26th. 
He looks like the main threat. 

3. BOJACK HORSEMAN - Won last time over 3900m at Gemozac in a Class 5 chase on June 
9th. More required but can not be discounted 

4. JOINVILLE LE PONT - Three unplaced runs of late, 4th before that over 3500m in a Class 2 
hurdle on June 1st, 2023. Needs to bounce back to form 

5. JOKE - 3rd two runs ago over 3900m in a Class 4 handicap chase at Le Lion D'Angers on 
April 1st. Others preferred 

6. JADE DES VIGNAUX - Won last time over 3700m in a Class 5 hurdle on June 9th. Has work 
to do in a better class race 

7. JALWAY - Fair effort when 3rd over 3800m in a Class 4 hurdle at Niort last time on June 9th 
over 3800m. Needs to be respected 

8. SAINT BATH - Nice effort when 4th last time over 3600m at Auteuil on June 15th in a claiming 
hurdle. Ought to be in the shake-up 

9. JANOU - Has four unplaced runs of late, the latter over 3800m at Angers on June 20th in a 
Class 3 hurdle. Look safely held 

10. MONTECATINA - Has been off the track since two good runs in Class 2 hurdle races, which 
include a win on debut at Toulouse and a fourth over 3400m on November 20th, 2022 on her 
other start 

Summary: MONTECATINA (10) has been off the track since 2022, she had two runs in Class 2 
hurdle races, with a win on debut at Toulouse and a fourth on November 20th that year on her 
other start. She will be ready for this run. JOCKO MAGIC (2) will have no fitness worries and was 
a good second last time in a Class 4 hurdle at Niort in May. JALWAY (7) looks a nice prospect for 
the each-way backers to latch on to after a solid effort last time at Niort when third. SAINT BATH 
(8) is worth considering. 

SELECTIONS 

MONTECATINA (10) - JOCKO MAGIC (2) - JALWAY (7) - SAINT BATH (8) 

 


